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Announcing popular camera bag COV 7000N in beige color 

 

ARTISAN & ARTIST Co., Ltd. (headquarter in Meguro, Tokyo) is pleased to announce its popular  

camera bag COV 7000N in new beige color launched in March 2015.  

 

COV 7000N Beige 

 

 

 

We are pleased to announce that our best-selling tote-style casual design camera bag is now presented 

in new elegant beige color. We also improved top carry handles by making them thinner thus more 

comfortable to carry.  The laptop pocket has been slightly enlarged to accommodate any 13’ laptop.  

 



 

 

Made of a strong and durable canvas, this bag is perfect for travel, sport or outdoor photographic 

shootings. 

It can easily carry a digital DSLR camera with lens attached plus additional lenses and other accessories. 

Partition inside the inner case is movable enabling the space to be arranged freely. The top part of the 

inner case can be closed tightly with a string, which is effective in protecting the inside of the bag from 

water or dust. In order to protect the camera and other hardware, a leather strip is provided underneath 

the zipper so that the zipper will not directly touch the camera. 

 When the inner case is removed, this bag becomes a very stylish casual tote bag. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Product Outline  

Model N.:       COV 7000N   

Launch:         March, 2015 

Color (JAN): Beige 

Size:  W340×H270×D110mm, inner: W300×H200×D90mm 

Weight:  960 g 

Material:  No.6 Canvas, Nylon, Leather 

Country of Origin: Japan 

Price:   30,000¥ (without tax) 

 

Main Features 

- Casual tote-style camera bag in elegant beige color  

- Holds Medium-Sized DSLR, Lenses, 13" Laptop 

- Improved Top Carry Handles and Comfortable Shoulder type strap  

- Water and Stain Resistant 

- Laptop Compartment 

- Front and Side Pockets 

- Can be used as casual bag once inner is removed 

 

About ARTISAN & ARTIST Co., Ltd.  

We produce quality products that are a result of diligent handwork by an artisan and the sensitivity of an 

artist. You will feel and experience the functionality selected by professionals when you use our products 

and will be impressed by the deep consideration and attention that has gone into the detail. Such pride 

and confidence is embodied in and symbolizes the products of Artisan&Artist.  

Visit http://www.artisan-n-artist.com/ for more information. 

For further information, please contact: 

Marketing Manager Zoya Verzhbitskaya, 

ARTISAN & ARTIST Co., Ltd. 
Tel: +81-(0)3-5430-3436 

E-mail: zoyaverzhbitskaya@aaa02.com 
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